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throughout this Annual Report, ‘Group’ is used as a collective 
term to describe De la Rue plc and its subsidiary companies. 
‘Company’ is a reference to De la Rue plc.
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De la Rue is the world’s largest  
integrated commercial banknote printer  
and is a trusted partner of governments,  
central banks, issuing authorities and  
commercial organisations around  
the world.

In the past five years alone, the Group  
has been involved in the design or production  
of over 150 national currencies and a wide  
range of security documents including passports, 
driving licences, authentication labels and tax 
stamps. In addition, the Group manufactures 
sophisticated, high speed cash sorting and 
inspection equipment.

De la Rue also offers a range of  
specialist services and software solutions 
including government identity schemes,  
product authentication systems and cash 
management processing solutions.

De la Rue employs approximately  
4,000 people worldwide and is listed  
on the london Stock exchange. 
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